EAP Student Photo Contest 2023

Each year, students who have studied abroad are asked to submit some of their most spectacular or unique photos that highlight their experiences. The submission categories include “Views,” “Local Living,” and “Gauchos Abroad.” See this year’s winners and finalists below.

Category: Views

**Winner:** Joseph Evers, UK-Scotland - “Scottish Highlands”
Finalists:
Whitney Nester, Australia – “Reflections”

Justin Lai, Germany – “Path to the Reichstag”

Kaitlyn Do, Korea – “Gyeongbokgung Palace Cherry Blossoms”
Category: Local Living

**Winner:** Julian Lusk, Italy – “Ferrari fans on the track after the Formula 1 race”

**Finalists:**
Maya Rosenberg, France – “Artists of Montmartre”
Rulian Zeng, Hong Kong – “Who’s Eating Dim Sum”

Grant Otto, South Africa – “EAP Student, Henry Wall, leading some local children in basketball drills”

Kamille Kazarian, Iceland – “Reykjavik Culture Night”
Category: Gauchos Abroad

Winner: Whitney Nester, Australia – “Stormy Sunset”

Finalists:
Kamille Kazarian, Iceland – “Jonathan Amendola Taking in the Views”
Lauren Eckhardt, Denmark – “On the mountain overlooking Tromsø”

Otto Grant, South Africa – “Picture on top of Lions Head”

Thank you to our students who participated in this year’s photo contest! We cannot wait to see where your journeys take you next.